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Book two in the blockbuster Maze Runner series that spawned a movie franchise and ushered in a worldwide
phenomenon! This special movie tie-in edition includes an eight-page full-color insert with photos from the film. And don’t
miss The Fever Code, the highly-anticipated series conclusion that finally reveals the story of how the maze was built!
Thomas was sure that escape from the Maze would mean freedom for him and the Gladers. But WICKED isn’t done yet.
Phase Two has just begun. The Scorch. The Gladers have two weeks to cross through the Scorch—the most burned-out
section of the world. And WICKED has made sure to adjust the variables and stack the odds against them. There are
others now. Their survival depends on the Gladers’ destruction—and they’re determined to survive. Friendships will be
tested. Loyalties will be broken. All bets are off. The Maze Runner and Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials are now major
motion pictures featuring the star of MTV's Teen Wolf, Dylan O’Brien; Kaya Scodelario; Aml Ameen; Will Poulter; and
Thomas Brodie-Sangster. The third movie, Maze Runner: The Death Cure, will hit screens in 2018. Also look for James
Dashner’s edge-of-your-seat MORTALITY DOCTRINE series! Praise for the Maze Runner series: A #1 New York Times
Bestselling Series A USA Today Bestseller A Kirkus Reviews Best Teen Book of the Year An ALA-YASLA Best Fiction
for Young Adults Book An ALA-YALSA Quick Pick “[A] mysterious survival saga that passionate fans describe as a
fusion of Lord of the Flies, The Hunger Games, and Lost.” —EW “Wonderful action writing—fast-paced…but smart and well
observed.” —Newsday “[A] nail-biting must-read.” —Seventeen “Breathless, cinematic action.” —Publishers Weekly
“Heart pounding to the very last moment.” —Kirkus Reviews “Exclamation-worthy.” —Romantic Times “James Dashner’s
illuminating prequel [The Kill Order] will thrill fans of this Maze Runner [series] and prove just as exciting for readers new
to the series.” —Shelf Awareness, Starred “Take a deep breath before you start any James Dashner book.” —Deseret
News
Hours of fun tracing and coloring cute and fun animals, learning motivational quotes, completing fun mazes, all while
encouraging and keeping them engaged! Super fun and creative specially designed for kids ages 4-8. Filled with
awesome kids quotes that will motivate and encourage them with each page turn.
A compulsively readable debut novel about marriage, immigration, class, race, and the trapdoors in the American
Dream—the unforgettable story of a young Cameroonian couple making a new life in New York just as the Great
Recession upends the economy New York Times Bestseller • Winner of the PEN/Faulkner Award • Longlisted for the
PEN/Open Book Award • An ALA Notable Book NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR • The
New York Times Book Review • San Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian • St. Louis Post-Dispatch • Chicago Public
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Library • BookPage • Refinery29 • Kirkus Reviews Jende Jonga, a Cameroonian immigrant living in Harlem, has come
to the United States to provide a better life for himself, his wife, Neni, and their six-year-old son. In the fall of 2007, Jende
can hardly believe his luck when he lands a job as a chauffeur for Clark Edwards, a senior executive at Lehman Brothers.
Clark demands punctuality, discretion, and loyalty—and Jende is eager to please. Clark’s wife, Cindy, even offers Neni
temporary work at the Edwardses’ summer home in the Hamptons. With these opportunities, Jende and Neni can at last
gain a foothold in America and imagine a brighter future. However, the world of great power and privilege conceals
troubling secrets, and soon Jende and Neni notice cracks in their employers’ façades. When the financial world is rocked
by the collapse of Lehman Brothers, the Jongas are desperate to keep Jende’s job—even as their marriage threatens to
fall apart. As all four lives are dramatically upended, Jende and Neni are forced to make an impossible choice. Praise for
Behold the Dreamers “A debut novel by a young woman from Cameroon that illuminates the immigrant experience in
America with the tenderhearted wisdom so lacking in our political discourse . . . Mbue is a bright and captivating
storyteller.”—The Washington Post “A capacious, big-hearted novel.”—The New York Times Book Review “Behold the
Dreamers’ heart . . . belongs to the struggles and small triumphs of the Jongas, which Mbue traces in clean, quickmoving paragraphs.”—Entertainment Weekly “Mbue’s writing is warm and captivating.”—People (book of the week)
“[Mbue’s] book isn’t the first work of fiction to grapple with the global financial crisis of 2007–2008, but it’s surely one of
the best. . . . It’s a novel that depicts a country both blessed and doomed, on top of the world, but always at risk of losing
its balance. It is, in other words, quintessentially American.”—NPR “This story is one that needs to be told.”—Bust
“Behold the Dreamers challenges us all to consider what it takes to make us genuinely content, and how long is too long
to live with our dreams deferred.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “[A] beautiful, empathetic novel.”—The Boston Globe “A witty,
compassionate, swiftly paced novel that takes on race, immigration, family and the dangers of capitalist excess.”—St.
Louis Post-Dispatch “Mbue [is] a deft, often lyrical observer. . . . [Her] meticulous storytelling announces a writer in
command of her gifts.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune
Books for All Kinds of Readers. ReadHowYouWant offers the widest selection of on-demand, accessible format editions
on the market today. Our 7 different sizes of EasyRead are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between
the words and the letters. We partner with leading publishers around the globe. Our goal is to have accessible editions
simultaneously released with publishers' new books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read.
This amazing book of Mazess is packed with mazes to entertain and challenge your kids. These mazes can improve
skills and visual perceptual skills. Various types, themes, and shapes ensure your child won't get bored
Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's Adventures in Wonderland), from 1865, is the peculiar and imaginative tale of
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a girl who falls down a rabbit-hole into a bizarre world of eccentric and unusual creatures. Lewis Carroll's prominent
example of the genre of "literary nonsense" has endured in popularity with its clever way of playing with logic and a
narrative structure that has influence generations of fiction writing.
Mentally retarded Charlie Gordon participates in an experiment which turns him into a genius but only temporarily.
The Myth: Alice was an ordinary girl who stepped through the looking glass and entered a fairy-tale world invented by
Lewis Carroll in his famous storybook. The Truth: Wonderland is real. Alyss Heart is the heir to the throne, until her
murderous aunt Redd steals the crown and kills Alyss? parents. To escape Redd, Alyss and her bodyguard, Hatter
Madigan, must flee to our world through the Pool of Tears. But in the pool Alyss and Hatter are separated. Lost and alone
in Victorian London, Alyss is befriended by an aspiring author to whom she tells the violent, heartbreaking story of her
young life. Yet he gets the story all wrong. Hatter Madigan knows the truth only too well, and he is searching every corner
of our world to find the lost princess and return her to Wonderland so she may battle Redd for her rightful place as the
Queen of Hearts.
A Cute Cat and Unicorn Activity Books for Kid Girls Ages 4-8 Activities including coloring, drawing, dot to dot, word search, maze,
funny quotes and more! 40 activity pages with large size, full of fun and relax Help your child step away from the computer,
television or tablet The best gift ideas for your kids, let their creativity run wild! Details: Large size of 8.5 X 11 inches that can easily
for coloring The book contains 40 funny activity pages such as coloring, drawing, dot to dot, word search, maze, funny quotes
Printed on high quality, bright white paper stock 90 gsm Soft paperback cover Scroll up and click "Buy Now" button to grab yours!
This book is your ultimate The Maze Runner resource. Here you will find the most up-to-date information, facts, quotes and much
more. In easy to read chapters, with extensive references and links to get you to know all there is to know about The Maze
Runner's whole picture right away. Get countless The Maze Runner facts right at your fingertips with this essential resource. The
The Maze Runner Handbook is the single and largest The Maze Runner reference book. This compendium of information is the
authoritative source for all your entertainment, reference, and learning needs. It will be your go-to source for any The Maze Runner
questions. A mind-tickling encyclopedia on The Maze Runner, a treat in its entirety and an oasis of learning about what you don't
yet know...but are glad you found. The The Maze Runner Handbook will answer all of your needs, and much more.
SuperSummary, a modern alternative to SparkNotes and CliffsNotes, offers high-quality study guides for challenging works of
literature. This 81-page guide for "The Maze Runner" by James Dashner includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis
covering 63 chapters, as well as several more in-depth sections of expert-written literary analysis. Featured content includes
commentary on major characters, 25 important quotes, essay topics, and key themes like Memory and Identity and Order vs.
Chaos.
Come On Young Lady, You Can Beat It! Young Lady Maze Puzzles Book 1 contains 50 mazes that will challenge young lady's
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mind while keeping her entertained. These large print puzzles are on 8.5x11 inches pages. Every pages completed with Girly
Quotes. Play the maze and get the right mind on the quote there. A brain teaser even for adults! Get this book and feel the joy to
beat the maze!
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of the greatest books ever written for young
adults and an unforgettable classic for readers of any age. This edition includes a new Suggestions for Further Reading by
Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of the next world war, a plane crashes on an uncharted island, stranding a group of schoolboys. At
first, with no adult supervision, their freedom is something to celebrate. This far from civilization they can do anything they want.
Anything. But as order collapses, as strange howls echo in the night, as terror begins its reign, the hope of adventure seems as far
removed from reality as the hope of being rescued.
From one of America’s most popular short story writers and an Academy Award nominee: the O. Henry Award–winning tale that
inspired the movie The Hunt. A subject of mysterious rumors and superstition, the deserted Caribbean Island was shrouded in an
air of peril. To Sanger Rainsford, who fell off a yacht and washed up on its shores, the abandoned isle was a welcome paradise.
But unknown to the big-game hunter, a predator lurked in its lush jungles—one more dangerous than any he had ever encountered:
a human. First published in 1924, this suspenseful tale “has inspired serial killers, films and stirred controversy in schools. A
century on, the story continues to thrill” (The Telegraph). “[A] tense, relentless story of man-against-man adventure, in which the
hunter Sanger Rainsford learns, at the hands of General Zaroff, what it means to be hunted.” —Criterion
International Bestseller When Will There Be Good News? is the brilliant new novel from the acclaimed author of Case Histories
and One Good Turn, once again featuring private investigator Jackson Brodie. Thirty years ago, six-year-old Joanna witnessed the
brutal murders of her mother, brother and sister, before escaping into a field, and running for her life. Now, the man convicted of
the crime is being released from prison, meaning Dr. Joanna Hunter has one more reason to dwell on the pain of that day,
especially with her own infant son to protect. Sixteen-year-old Reggie, recently orphaned and wise beyond her years, works as a
nanny for Joanna Hunter, but has no idea of the woman’s horrific past. All Reggie knows is that Dr. Hunter cares more about her
baby than life itself, and that the two of them make up just the sort of family Reggie wished she had: that unbreakable bond, that
safe port in the storm. When Dr. Hunter goes missing, Reggie seems to be the only person who is worried, despite the decidedly
shifty business interests of Joanna’s husband, Neil, and the unknown whereabouts of the newly freed murderer, Andrew Decker.
Across town, Detective Chief Inspector Louise Monroe is looking for a missing person of her own, murderer David Needler, whose
family lives in terror that he will return to finish the job he started. So it’s not surprising that she listens to Reggie’s outrageous
thoughts on Dr. Hunter’s disappearance with only mild attention. But when ex-police officer and Private Investigator, Jackson
Brodie arrives on the scene, with connections to Reggie and Joanna Hunter of his own, the details begin to snap into place. And,
as Louise knows, once Jackson is involved there’s no telling how many criminal threads he will be able to pull together — or how
many could potentially end up wrapped around his own neck. In an extraordinary virtuoso display, Kate Atkinson has produced
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one of the most engrossing, masterful, and piercingly insightful novels of this or any year. It is also as hilarious as it is
heartbreaking, as Atkinson weaves in and out of the lives of her eccentric, grief-plagued, and often all-too-human cast. Yet out of
the excesses of her characters and extreme events that shake their worlds comes a relatively simple message, about being good,
loyal, and true. When Will There Be Good News? shows us what it means to survive the past and the present, and to have the
strength to just keep on keeping on.
Presents the author's selection of his best short stories, as well as a new piece, in a collection that includes "The Man Who Ended
History: A Documentary," "Mono No Aware" and "The Waves."
A gorgeous collector's edition of the critically acclaimed debut novel by John Green, #1 bestselling author of Turtles All the Way Down and
The Fault in Our Stars A perfect gift for every fan, this deluxe hardcover features a stunning special edition jacket and 50 pages of all-new
exclusive content, including: - An introduction by John Green - Extensive Q&A: John Green answers readers’ most frequently asked
questions - Deleted scenes from the original manuscript ? Winner of the Michael L. Printz Award ? A Los Angeles Times Book Prize Finalist ?
A New York Times Bestseller • A USA Today Bestseller ? NPR’s Top Ten Best-Ever Teen Novels ? TIME magazine’s 100 Best Young Adult
Novels of All Time ? A PBS Great American Read Selection NOW A HULU ORIGINAL SERIES! Miles Halter is fascinated by famous last
words—and tired of his safe life at home. He leaves for boarding school to seek what the dying poet Francois Rabelais called the "Great
Perhaps.” Much awaits Miles at Culver Creek, including Alaska Young, who will pull Miles into her labyrinth and catapult him into the Great
Perhaps. Looking for Alaska brilliantly chronicles the indelible impact one life can have on another. A modern classic, this stunning debut
marked #1 bestselling author John Green’s arrival as a groundbreaking new voice in contemporary fiction.
A Cute Activity Book for Kids Easter Egg Coloring, Drawing, Dot to Dot, Word Search, Maze & Funny Quotes! It's was made for Easter Day,
Easter Egg Hunt, or someone who just likes to relax activity Easter Egg in coloring, drawing, dot to dot, word Search, maze & funny quotes
Makes the perfect gift for your kids in Easter holiday Details: Large size of 8.5 X 11 inches that can easily for activity The book contains 40
activity pages (coloring, drawing, dot to dot, word search, maze ) Printed on high quality, bright white paper stock 90 gsm Soft paperback
cover Scroll up and click "Buy Now" button to grab yours!
The world is virtual, but the danger is real in book one of the bestselling Mortality Doctrine series, the next phenomenon from the author of the
Maze Runner series, James Dashner. Includes a sneak peek of The Fever Code, the highly-anticipated conclusion to the Maze Runner
series—the novel that finally reveals how the maze was built! The VirtNet offers total mind and body immersion, and the more hacking skills
you have, the more fun it is. Why bother following the rules when it’s so easy to break them? But some rules were made for a reason. Some
technology is too dangerous to fool with. And one gamer has been doing exactly that, with murderous results. The government knows that to
catch a hacker, you need a hacker. And they’ve been watching Michael. If he accepts their challenge, Michael will need to go off the VirtNet
grid, to the back alleys and corners of the system human eyes have never seen—and it’s possible that the line between game and reality will
be blurred forever. The author who brought you the #1 New York Times bestselling MAZE RUNNER series and two #1 movies—The Maze
Runner and The Scorch Trials—now brings you an electrifying adventure trilogy an edge-of-your-seat adventure that takes you into a world of
hyperadvanced technology, cyber terrorists, and gaming beyond your wildest dreams . . . and your worst nightmares. Praise for the
Bestselling MORTALITY DOCTRINE series: “Dashner takes full advantage of the Matrix-esque potential for asking ‘what is real.’” —io9.com
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“Set in a world taken over by virtual reality gaming, the series perfectly capture[s] Dashner’s hallmarks for inventiveness, teen dialogue and
an ability to add twists and turns like no other author.” —MTV.com “A brilliant, visceral, gamified mash-up of The Matrix and Inception,
guaranteed to thrill even the non-gaming crowd.” —Christian Science Monitor
This book contains 5 parts History of St. Patrick's Day, History of St. Patrick's Day, Quiz, Game and Quotes.St. Patrick's Day has been
celebrated for centuries. But what are the holiday's origins, and who exactly was St. Patrick? Learn about the patron saint of Ireland, why St.
Patrick's Day is associated with four-leafed clovers, and how the American Revolution contributed to the growth of this once minor religious
holiday. The book will explain in detail for all of your questions!This Book is ideal either as a standalone quiz, an Irish themed quiz and game
on or around St Patrick's Day (17th March) with 60 Questions and Crossword Game, Word Search Puzzles.St. Patrick's Day related quotes
and feel free to forward these wonderful funny Irish quotes to your friends. It would also be a good idea to incorporate the Irish quotes and
send it with a St. Patrick's Day greeting card.
The Instant New York Times Bestseller! A speculative thriller in the vein of The Handmaid’s Tale and The Power. Optioned by Universal and
Elizabeth Banks to be a major motion picture! “A visceral, darkly haunting fever dream of a novel and an absolute page-turner. Liggett’s
deeply suspenseful book brilliantly explores the high cost of a misogynistic world that denies women power and does it with a heart-in-yourthroat, action-driven story that’s equal parts horror-laden fairy tale, survival story, romance, and resistance manifesto. I couldn’t stop
reading.” – Libba Bray, New York Times bestselling author Survive the year. No one speaks of the grace year. It’s forbidden. In Garner
County, girls are told they have the power to lure grown men from their beds, to drive women mad with jealousy. They believe their very skin
emits a powerful aphrodisiac, the potent essence of youth, of a girl on the edge of womanhood. That’s why they’re banished for their
sixteenth year, to release their magic into the wild so they can return purified and ready for marriage. But not all of them will make it home
alive. Sixteen-year-old Tierney James dreams of a better life—a society that doesn’t pit friend against friend or woman against woman, but as
her own grace year draws near, she quickly realizes that it’s not just the brutal elements they must fear. It’s not even the poachers in the
woods, men who are waiting for a chance to grab one of the girls in order to make a fortune on the black market. Their greatest threat may
very well be each other. With sharp prose and gritty realism, The Grace Year examines the complex and sometimes twisted relationships
between girls, the women they eventually become, and the difficult decisions they make in-between.
If you've decided you want to start keeping a gratitude journal but feel intimidated by the thought of all those lines on each page and the
hours you'll spend writing, don't despair! The Gratitude Journal For Men With Inspirational Quotes is set up to be the perfect companion for
the busy man who doesn't have a lot of time to write every day. Each day's entry contains just seven short lines so you won't feel
overwhelmed. There are two days per page with enough days for an entire year ... but it's all up to you how you use it, even skipping days if
you want or need to. With as little as five minutes to spare, you can do this! This gratitude journal is undated so you can start at any time and
fill the pages as you see fit. If you're having a really thankful day, go ahead and fill up an entire page. Or skip days if you just don't have the
time, you forget, or it's hard to find something to be thankful for. You will find a gratitude-related quote on every page. Take a moment before
you start writing to read and reflect on the particular quote. This can bring you to a place of thankfulness and help to jump start your list or
thoughts for that day. Being grateful doesn't have to take a lot of time, but it can definitely change your life for the better. And the Gratitude
Journal For Men With Inspirational Quotes is the perfect place to keep a record of everything you appreciate in your life. A gratitude journal
makes a great gift for the busy man in your life. And with its flexible format, he can create the gratitude journal that best meets his needs.
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The film adaptation of Dashner's third installment of his #1 "New York Times"-bestselling Maze Runner series hits theaters on January 26.
This special tie-in edition features an eight-page full-color insert with photos from the film.
WARNING: This is not the actual book Looking for Alaska by John Green. Do not buy this reading Sidekick if you are looking for a full copy of
this great book.Use this expert sidekick to dissect these themes in Looking for Alaska, while enjoying a detailed analysis of each chapter of
the book. If that wasn't enough, we close with potential questions and responses to help you get the conversation started with co-workers,
friends, or fellow book club members.This newly discovered gem from the past (2005) has become a must-read, thanks in no small part to the
success of Green's 2012 masterpiece: The Fault in Our Stars. As many Green fans have already discovered, our sidekick is the ultimate goto source for understanding the complexities of John Green's tales of teen angst and tragedy. Looking for Alaska tells the story of Miles
Halter, a 16-year-old with a nondescript life who is seeking a "Great Perhaps." In his quest, he finds himself at the Culver Creek Boarding
School, where his past life of boredom and safety takes a back seat to adventure and sexual experimentation.His trek to the other side of the
tracks takes him only a few steps, as he meets Alaska Young just down the hall at school. She is sexy, funny, and everything else that makes
teenage boys drool. She is also a self-destructive sort, headed toward the "After" portion of Looking for Alaska, where everything comes
crashing down. As our sidekick details, the themes of life and death weave their way through the novel, drawing the characters closer
together while preparing them for something that will rip them apart.

"The fulfilled renown of Moby-Dick and of As I Lay Dying is augmented by Blood Meridian, since Cormac McCarthy is the worthy
disciple both of Melville and Faulkner," writes esteemed literary scholar Harold Bloom in his Introduction to the Modern Library
edition. "I venture that no other living American novelist, not even Pynchon, has given us a book as strong and memorable."
Cormac McCarthy's masterwork, Blood Meridian, chronicles the brutal world of the Texas-Mexico borderlands in the midnineteenth century. Its wounded hero, the teenage Kid, must confront the extraordinary violence of the Glanton gang, a murderous
cadre on an official mission to scalp Indians and sell those scalps. Loosely based on fact, the novel represents a genius vision of
the historical West, one so fiercely realized that since its initial publication in 1985 the canon of American literature has welcomed
Blood Meridian to its shelf. "A classic American novel of regeneration through violence," declares Michael Herr. "McCarthy can
only be compared to our greatest writers."
Come On Young Lady, You Can Beat It! Young Lady Maze Puzzles Book 2 contains 50 mazes that will challenge young lady's
mind while keeping her entertained. These large print puzzles are on 8.5x11 inches pages. Every pages completed with Girly
Quotes. Play the maze and get the right mind on the quote there. A brain teaser even for adults! Get this book and feel the joy to
beat the maze!
Good Days Start With Gratitude is a 52-week guide to cultivate an attitude of gratitude! It is a self-exploration journal designed to
focus on being thankful for what we have, the big things in life, as well as the simple joys. Do it daily and make it a habit to focus
on the blessings you have been given! Find gratitude with exercises designed to help you: Build a better habit?Make gratitude a
daily practice through mindfulness-based exercises, powerful quotes, and positive affirmations. Develop a grateful
attitude?Discover the psychological and emotional benefits of gratitude, like how it can help you feel happier and more optimistic.
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Find gratitude fast?No matter how jam-packed your day is, these short journal prompts allow you to reap the rewards of gratitude.
Notebook Details: 114 pages 6 x 9 inches size Matter cover
First published in 1938, 'Anthem' is a dystopian fiction novel by British writer Ayn Rand. It takes place at some unspecified future
date when mankind has entered another dark age. Technological advancement is now carefully planned and the concept of
individuality has been eliminated.
Discusses how to create a platform and build an audience using social media technologies.
STUDENT QUOTE "I had always thought that publishing an article was the end of research, but now I realise how pivotal
knowledge translation is to improving healthcare." Now in its fifth edition, Navigating the Maze of Research provides up-to-date,
introductory thinking behind research and research processes with clear examples of application to clinical practice. The text
effectively explains research by breaking down processes into three separate and easy-to-understand sections. The fifth edition
contextualises the research process by embedding case studies and quotes throughout, and includes student challenges for
practice and revision. An emphasis on evidence-based practice helps you learn to evaluate and apply contemporary research to
practice Highlights how the connection between research, critical evaluation of findings and the use of these findings is crucial to
inform and improve practice A focus on point-of-care considerations to assist you to strengthen the link between research and
practice Contemporary insights into social media help you understand its role in the research process Nursing and midwifery
student case studies illustrate key points and research concepts in each chapter Additional resources on Evolve eBook on
VitalSource Instructor Resources Teaching Tips PowerPoints Test Bank Student and Instructor Resources Additional student
challenges Learning activities Glossary Weblinks Resource kits Self-assessment quiz Increased focus on Evidence-based
Practice, integrating PICOT framework where appropriate Additional focus on point of care considerations linking research to
practice • 2 NEW chapters: Chapter 3: Conducting and writing a literature review Chapter 4: The research and social media
relationship • New editor, Leah East • An eBook included in all print purchases
Having discovered the double identity of the wealthy Transylvanian nobleman, Count Dracula, a small group of people vow to rid
the world of the evil vampire.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • A searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and son's
fight to survive, this "tale of survival and the miracle of goodness only adds to McCarthy's stature as a living master. It's gripping,
frightening and, ultimately, beautiful" (San Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone through burned America. Nothing
moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray.
The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing;
just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged
food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains,
but in which the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is
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an unflinching meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the
tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation.
Key Features: Study methods Introduction to the text Summaries with critical notes Themes and techniques Textual analysis of
key passages Author biography Historical and literary background Modern and historical critical approaches Chronology Glossary
of literary terms
When the doors of the lift crank open, the only thing Thomas remembers is his first name. But he's not alone. He's surrounded by
boys who welcome him to the Glade - a walled encampment at the centre of a bizarre and terrible stone maze. Like Thomas, the
Gladers don't know why or how they came to be there - or what's happened to the world outside. All they know is that every
morning when the walls slide back, they will risk everything - even the Grievers, half-machine, half-animal horror that patrol its
corridors, to try and find out.
Full of roller-coaster twists and turns, Neal Shusterman's page-turner is an Orpheus-like adventure into one boy's psyche. Sixteenyear-old Blake and his younger brother, Quinn, are exact opposites. Blake is the responsible member of the family. He constantly
has to keep an eye on the fearless Quinn, whose thrill-seeking sometimes goes too far. But the stakes get higher when Blake has
to chase Quinn into a bizarre phantom carnival that traps its customers forever. In order to escape, Blake must survive seven
deadly rides by dawn, each of which represents a deep, personal fear--from a carousel of stampeding animals to a hall of mirrors
that changes people into their deformed reflections. Blake ultimately has to face up to a horrible secret from his own past to save
himself and his brother--that is, if the carnival doesn't claim their souls first!
Even the brightest of stars get eclipsed behind the clouds, and the most ingenious of minds turn dull by myths. 'Myths' have
always been a major stumbling block in the crusade of societal upliftment. The conspiracies of backward thinking, the all-pervasive
misogynistic outlook, and the ubiquitous religious dogmas are just a few of them. "Maze of Myths" summons all those
downtrodden thoughts and the crooked conventional stances that have eroded the paths for humanity striving to move towards a
progressive world. This rich collection bears the opinions and ideas of twenty talented writers in the form of short stories, poems,
and quotes, compiled and presented by Latika Garg. Through this book, we beseech our readers to let go of these malignant,
orthodox ideologies to diminish the evil called 'Myth'.
Percy Jackson isn't expecting freshman orientation to be any fun. But when a mysterious mortal acquaintance appears on
campus, followed by demon cheerleaders, things quickly move from bad to diabolical. In this latest installment of the blockbuster
series, time is running out as war between the Olympians and the evil Titan lord Kronos draws near.
Come On Young Lady, You Can Beat It! Young Lady Maze Puzzles Book 3 contains 50 mazes that will challenge young lady's
mind while keeping her entertained. These large print puzzles are on 8.5x11 inches pages. Every pages completed with Great
Quotes. Play the maze and get the right mind on the quote there. A brain teaser even for adults! Get this book and feel the joy to
beat the maze!
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